Bounding hull, such as convex hull, concave hull, alpha shapes etc. has vast applications in different areas especially in computational geometry. Alpha shape and concave hull are generalizations of convex hull. Unlike the convex hull, they construct non-convex enclosure on a set of points. In this paper, we introduce another generalization of convex hull, named alpha-concave hull, and compare this concept with convex hull and alpha shape. We show that the alpha-concave hull is also a generalization of an NP-complete problem named minarea TSP. We prove that computing the alpha-concave hull is NP-hard on a set of points.
Introduction
The computation of the region occupied by a set of points has been considered for many years. Computing the convex hull of a set of points is a way to represent the region occupied by the points. The Convex hull of a set of points is convex polygon with the minimum area that includes all these points. Many algorithms have been proposed to compute the convex hull [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In addition, convex hull is widely used in various fields such as shape matching [9] , pattern recognition [10] , image processing [11] , fingerprint matching [12] , geographical information systems [13, 14] , path planning [15] etc.
The convex hull does not always specify the points region, accurately. There are many examples that the alpha shape represents the points region more accurately than convex hull. In [16] , the alpha shape was originally introduced by Edelsbrunner. The alpha shape of a points set is a sub graph of Delaunay triangulation of points such that two points are connected if there is an empty ball of radius 1/alpha touching two points. When alpha=0, the ball of radius 1/alpha is replaced by half-plane, and hence the alpha shape of points will be equal to the convex hull of these points. So, the alpha shape is a generalization of convex hull such that it is applied in various fields such as pattern recognition [17, 18] , bioinformatics [19] , cosmology [20] , sensor * asaeedi@aut.ac.ir † didehvar@aut.ac.ir ‡ mohades@aut.ac.ir networks [21, 22] etc. Another generalization of convex hull is the concave hull that has been introduced in [23] (Known as nonconvex footprints) and then developed in [24] . The Concave hull of a set of points is an enclosure of the points by generating the non-convex polygons. Concave hull represents the tighter area occupied by the points than convex hull. Galton and Duckham suggested the Swing Arm algorithm based on gift wrapping algorithm [23] , and Adriano and Yasmina suggested an algorithm based on the k-nearest neighbors approach [24] to compute the concave hull. In [25] an algorithm is presented to compute concave hull in n-dimension.
In this paper, we introduce a new generalization of convex hull, named Alpha-Concave Hull, to compute the region occupied by a set of points. The alphaconcave hull of a set of points, ACH, has following attributes: (i) ACH is a simple polygon, (ii) ACH includes all points, (iii) all internal angles of ACH are less than 180+alpha and (iv) the area of ACH is minimal. Computing alpha-concave hull for alpha=0 is equal to computing convex hull and for alpha=180 is equal to minarea TSP [26] . The formal definition of alpha-concave hull is exposed in section 2.
The document is organized as follows. In section 2, the concept of alpha-concave hull is introduced and some lemmas and theorems on this concept are proved. In the last section, we showed that alphaconcave hull is applied to the fields of shape approximations and cover designing. Better results are obtained in comparison with applying the convex hull and alpha shape.
Alpha-Concave Hull
We, first define the alpha-polygon to define the alphaconcave hull on a set of points. Alpha-polygon is a simple polygon in which all internal angles are less than 180+alpha. In the following, we will state the precise definition of alpha-polygon concept and alpha-concave hull.
Definition 2.1 The simple polygon A is called α-polygon if all interior angles of A are less than or equal to 180 + α degrees.

Definition 2.2
The α-concave hull of a set P of points is the enclosing α − polygon with smallest area that contains P.
In definition 2.1, for α = 0, the concept of α-polygon is equal to the convex polygon. So, 0-concave hull of any set P of points is equal to the convex hull of P. Consequently, the concept of alpha-concave hull is a generalization of convex hull. For α = 180, the alpha-concave hull of P is the minimal simple polygon consisting of P . The problem of computing the minimal simple polygon on a set of points is known as min-area TSP. So, the concept of alpha-concave hull is a generalization of min-area TSP. While computing min-area TSP is NPcomplete, the computing of convex hull has an O(nlogn) optimal algorithm. Fig. 1 illustrates α-concave hulls on a set of points for different values of alpha. The 0-concave hull is equal to the convex hull of points and the 12-concave hull is a semi-convex hull. For α > 100, the α-concave hulls construct sharp angles and the 180-concave hull is equal to the simple polygon with minimum area that contains all points.
The following theorems indicate the hardness of computing problem for an alpha-polygon with a given area on a set of points and the problem of computing alphaconcave hull. [27] and [26] showed that finding the simple polygon with minimum area on a set of points, that is known as min-area TSP, is NP-complete. 
Theorem 1 Computing α − polygon with a given area on the set of points is NP-complete.
Theorem 2 Computing α-concave hull on the set of points is NP-hard.
Remark 1 Fekete in
Since computing 180-concave hull is equal to the minarea TSP, we easily and more generally present the proof for this problem by theorem 2.
Application of alpha-concave hull
Since alpha-concave hull is a generalization of convex hull, we try to show that alpha-concave hull is generally more applicable than convex hull. Simultaneously, we compare the applications of alpha-concave hull to the same applications when we apply alpha shape.
Alpha-concave hull approximates the set of points or a polygon more accurately than convex hull. So, it enables us to apply alpha-concave hull instead of convex hull in shape approximation, cover designing, geometric modeling etc. Convex hull of points set P is applied to approximate P in path planning and path finding in the fields of robotics [15] . Applying alpha-concave hull gives us a better approximation of shapes rather than using convex hull. So, we expect that applying alpha-concave hull yield us superior maneuverability in robotics. The results in this section satisfy our expectation.
Definition 3.1 Let P be a polygon. We define approximation error of convex hull as the area between P and the convex hull of P and denote it by E C H (P ).
Clearly, alpha-concave hull is a subpolygon of convex hull for any polygon P. Hence, approximation error of alpha-concave hull is less than approximation error of convex hull. In other words, E AlphaC H (P ) ≤ E C H (P ). As illustrated in Fig. 2 .
As stated before, the concept of alpha shape does not construct a convex polygon necessarily. Nevertheless, this concept is used for polygon approximation. To compare the approximation error of alpha-concave hull and alpha shape, we implement both approximations for 500 random scaled polygons. Table 1 reports the approximation errors of five samples of random poly- gons and the average error of approximations for 500 polygons.
As shown in table 1, the average error of alphaconcave hull approximation is less than the average error of alpha shape approximation. Table 2 confirms that in 247 cases of polygon approximations, using alphaconcave hull provides more accurate results rather than using alpha shape.
In alpha shape approximation of polygon P, we found the best value of alpha which is a negative real number such that the approximated polygon P' ' satisfied the following requirements: (i) P ' is a connected polygon, (ii) P ' contains P and (iii) P ' has the minimum area. Incorrect values of alpha lead to depict three possible shapes: A non-polygon shape, disconnected polygons as a shape, and a polygon that has not a minimum area. Similarly, in alpha-concave hull approximation of polygon P, we found the best value of alpha which is the greatest one to construct minimum polygon that contains P.
Convex hull, alpha-concave hull and alpha shape can be computed on a set of points or a mesh. Igarashi et al. use the convex hull on obtained mesh from 3D scanning of an object to design a cover [28] . Lucieer et al. use alpha shape to decompose a shape into visually meaningful parts [29] . Fig. 3 illustrates the fitness of alpha-concave hull against convex hull to design a cover.
In addition to the mentioned applications such as shape approximation, cover designing and path finding, the alpha-concave hull is applicable in pattern recognition fields including point pattern matching, fingerprint matching and digit recognition. Wen and Guo in [12] use the convex hull to eliminate spurious matching in fingerprint matching. Goshtasby and Stockman use the convex hull in point pattern matching to reduce the search domain [30] .
Conclusion
Summarily, we define a generalization of convex hull called α-concave hull such that the parameter α describes the smoothness level of computed hull on the points. When α = 0, alpha-concave hull is equal to convex hull. Loosely speaking, when α = E is small enough; the alpha-concave hull is near to the convex hull. When α = 180, alpha-concave hull is the polygon of the minimum area crossing all vertices that is known as minarea TSP. We prove that computing alpha-concave hull is NP-hard. We implement this concept on a data set of random polygons. The results are more efficient and accurate comparing to applying convex hull and alpha shapes for the same data set.
